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The Na Nirand Story
Timeless Charm and Elegance…
“Na Nirand Romantic Boutique Resort” a charming hideaway nestled in the heart of Chiang Mai.
Legendary stories combined with the history of the Charoenprathet road area, the location of the resort,
are the inspiration behind the birth of this beautiful gem.
During the reign of King Rama V, Western influence was spreading to the East. This area was historically
important in terms of forestry, and the Forestry Office is merely a few steps away. In the past, this was
the first Royal Forest Department, and legend has it that The Giant 100-year-old Rain Tree That towers
uniquely over Na Nirand was planted by Mr. H. Slade, the first Conservator of Forests in that era. To
this day, this elegant tree of history still stands tall and beautiful, creating excitement and fascination
for the guests…
In addition to historical legends, guests may also appreciate The Story of True Love between a beautiful
girl descended from the Ruler of Lamphun and a Bangkok gentleman, the owner of “Baan Thab
Phaya”, which still sits in its original location, waiting for guests to feel and discover the true definition
of “Eternal Love”.
The beautiful history and legendary stories combined with the warm, friendly and attentive Thai-style
service are the charms of Na Nirand Romantic Boutique Resort, and will stay in the memories of all
guests forever… For the “Eternal” Na Nirand…

Design & Inspiration
All 6 residences are designed in the half-wood Lanna-Colonial style, taking you back in time to the
period of King Rama 5 at the end of the 19th century, when colonial architecture had an impact on
the design of Thai houses. The combination of classic and romantic art with local Lanna architecture
is reflected with warmth through the decor. Elegant, simple and authentic Lanna style.
The vintage atmosphere is delicately adorned with ornamental wood carvings and a pair of stucco
elephants on the arches of the second floor doors, reflecting the area’s history of elephant labor in the
forestry industry.
Na Nirand aspires to promote, conserve, and convey local knowledge, in order to prevent its
disappearance over time. Traditional crafts are used in every aspect of design, such as the many
unique Lanna woven cloth patterns, room utilities constructed by local villagers, including wood and
rattan furniture, to display the skills of the local craftsmen and to help spread extra income among
the communities.
The resort is surrounded by indigenous trees, large and small, allowing guests to feel and experience
natural peace, tranquility, and relaxation. The residences and facility buildings are all designed to
encompass the giant rain tree, which distinctly stands as the centerpiece and Heart of Na Nirand…

Residences
All 45 guest rooms are non-smoking rooms, and have a private balcony. A full array of conveniences are provided
including, washing and ironing services, airport shuttle services, a library, spa, fitness, restaurant and an outdoor pool.

DELUXES
Under the feeling of warmth, simplicity, and elegance, 39 guest rooms are designed in 3 types of the Romantic
Lanna Deluxe style and adorned with local handicrafts filled with charm and local distinctiveness, such as
headboards and guestroom ornaments decorated with unique Lanna handwoven cloth. Murals reflect local art,
with flowing cloud patterns applied to modern furnishings for an interesting and unique feel, and in some areas,
floors decorated with vintage colonial-style tiles. All this combined with wooden and rattan furniture provide
an air of harmony with nature.

CORNER SUITES
is the special corner room, and the hotel offers 2 suites (on the top and bottom floor). The suites offer
an increased sense of privacy and are more spacious. The headboards are beautifully designed with a combination
of wooden engravings in multiple styles that are unique but complement each other.
The milled Lanna-style wood used in the decor and designs also reflect the simplicity and elegance of local
knowledge, and the Lanna handwoven cloth decorating the guestroom walls helps to create a classic air of grace.

HOUSE OF COLONIAL
Have an even greater and more relaxing experience at the “House of Colonial” residence that offers a complete
sense of privacy for a true retreat, peace, and relaxation. The Riverfront Colonial Suite offers 4 rooms in
varying colonial styles, as well as a view of the river. The decor reflects the story of foreign merchants from
Myanmar, China, India, and England arriving in Thailand approximately 100 years ago to do business and
settle down in the local communities. Thai architecture during those times was therefore influenced by many
nations and cultures, which is reflected through their building designs.

Harmonious British-Indian
Colonial style guestrooms with an atmosphere that combines two very different cultures, British and Indian, with
a harmonious charm. The rooms are decorated in clean, white tones and the furniture is designed with a noble
British mood. Along with the wood and rattan furniture, the guestrooms are adorned with wood engravings
influenced by Indian art to increase the warm and relaxing mood of the room...

Burmese Dream
The similarities between Thai and Myanmar culture are evident in the histories of both countries. The colonial
style guestroom combines wooden and rattan Lanna style furniture integrated with decor from Myanmar, reflected
through various handicrafts, including exquisite and delicate wood carvings and eye-catching redwood walls that
boast unique engravings telling the story of their origins. The atmosphere is so charming and captivating that
it’s like falling into a dream…

Enchanted Chinese
This colonial style guest room is decorated in bright color tones and adorned with red lamps in each corner of
the room, reflecting Chinese identity that stands out against the Mandarin green walls. The mood is unique and
contemporary, while also not neglecting grace and romance. Delicate wooden engravings mixed with a playful
“abacus” headboard reflect the business relationship between Thailand and China in the past while also instantly
creating a playful and tempting atmosphere with unforgettable charm…

Siamese Love
The Thai national art of “gilded lacquering” has been a part of Thai culture for a long time, and is used to
embellish the furniture while also portraying cultural identity and legends. The lacquered gold and black create
an atmosphere of Thai nobility and elegance. In the bedroom, the headboard is adorned with paintings in the
elegant Thai-Lanna fine art style, and impressively reflect Lanna life in the olden days. It’s impossible not to
fall in love with Thai culture…

Services & Facilities
TIME Riverfront Cuisine & Bar
Service Hours: 6.30 hrs. - 22.30 hrs.
The resort’s cool, hazy riverfront restaurant located next to the Ping River is decorated in an industrial
vintage style, while maintaining the Lanna ambience and offering Thai and Lanna fusion cuisine as well as
international cuisine and a rooftop wine bar for guests to sip on delicious wines and admire the beautiful
360-degree rooftop view.

Huan Kammung
Service Hours: 9.00 hrs. - 20.00 hrs.
The unique Lanna-style teak house stands distinctly tall, raised on stilts to portray Lanna life in the past.
Landings on both sides of the house allow guests to enjoy the view and cool breeze, renovated in memorial
of the original Huan Kammung. Guests enjoy visiting the house to appreciate the true ambience of an
eternal love story.
On the inside, seats and reclining areas are set up in various corners for increased privacy and a small
library is offered for guests to read more about the Thai Lanna history and culture from many interesting
perspectives. In addition, the area can be modified as a Function House for hosting parties, exhibitions,
and small meetings, or can be used for pre-wedding photography sessions, engagement parties, or smaller
weddings, providing an air of romantic warmth.

Lanna Rice Barn & Pool Bar
Service Hours: 8.00 hrs. - 20.00 hrs.

In addition to being beautiful and laden with distinct local identity, the “Barn” or “Rice Barn” in the
antique Lanna style is constructed entirely from teak wood and also reflects historical Lanna lifestyle in its
design. The basement has been renovated into a small Pool Bar with a wide range of drinks and allows
guests to fully absorb the ambience of the giant rain tree. The barn can be adapted into A Small Function
House for hosting small exhibitions, Lanna engagement ceremonies, or a private sit-down dinner for
honeymooning couples to enjoy a unique and beautiful view with an air of romance.

Na Nirand Spa
Service Hours: 10.00 hrs. - 21.00 hrs.
Release your emotions and relax your body in the contemporary Lanna-style spa, a compact 2 treatment
room facility that also provides a warm, peaceful and natural ambience in the outdoor zone. En-suite
bathrooms offer a sense of privacy and full convenience. Experience a massage style unique to the Na Nirand
Spa with spa products from HARNN, the premium Thai brand that has achieved internationally recognized
quality standards

Location
The resort is suitably located in the heart of the city, conserving the peaceful and cool natural ambience.
It is situated next to Wat Chai Mongkhon temple, one of Chiang Mai Province’s revered ancient temples,
a source of religious, artistic, and cultural knowledge. In addition, the resort is just 5 minutes away from the
Night Bazaar and only 15 minutes by car to the Chiang Mai International Airport.

Contact Us
NA NIRAND ROMANTIC BOUTIQUE RESORT
1/1 Soi 9, Charoenprathet Road, Tambon Changklan, Amphoe Muang, Chiang Mai, 50100, Thailand
Tel: +66 (0) 53 280 988
+66 (0) 62 875 2401
Fax:

+66 (0) 53 280 989

Information Email: info@nanirand.com
Reservation Email: rsvn@nanirand.com
Website: www.nanirand.com

Facebook: Na Nirand Romantic Boutique Resort

Instagram: na_nirand

